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Wednesday, June 29 of 2016

DAILY MESSAGE OF MARY, ROSE OF PEACE, TRANSMITTED IN THE CITY OF MADRID, SPAIN, TO
THE VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS DEL SAGRADO CORAZÓN?

An urgent call to the prayer for Peace

My most dear children of the world, favorite servers of My Heart,

Today on behalf of the Greater Good and the Mercy of God I come to ask you again to pray a
Mystery of the Holy Rosary every day for the next six months in order to avoid the infernal spread
of a cruel war between the nations of the Middle East. If this call is not answered as part of the
supplication of Your Heavenly Mother, you will see with your own eyes much blood running,
despair among peoples and more attacks that will affect more innocent souls.

I would like, My children, for this summoning to prayer to be expanded across the five continents
and in all possible languages, because I know there are souls still waiting to hear My words and
recognize My voice in them.

My children, the tyrant mobilizes its more than four thousand armies of fallen angels to dominate
the frustrated and innocent consciousness of My children in the Middle East.

I ask those who can to offer for the next six months the Mystery of the Rosary in Arabic and
Hebrew, so that the powers of prayer may embrace more hearts and more planes of consciousness.

I tell you, My little children, that this humanity which is already lost, flaunts a conquest of the
planet that is not real and that is driven by demons.

As My adversary knows that I am walking through Europe to avoid that the war of everyone against
everyone expands to this part of the hemisphere, he uses all his explosive weapons and all souls that
are committed to this reality and remain doomed to Earthly hell , which they fail to leave.

Dear children, the time has come for you to run along with Your Mother into the inner desert where
we will take refuge, in prayer, from all evil and be safe.

At this time when the battle will define the moment of the return of Christ, I invite you to have a
persevering, humble and sincere heart. If you, My children, love one another, we will gradually
disarm the plan of My adversary to dispel faith and true love between consciousnesses. I awake you
at this hour to a truth that many want to hide.

Let us pray with firmness in the heart and confidence that all the angels of Heaven will aid you in
this final battle in which the Woman Dressed of the Sun will overcome Her eternal enemy through
the most powerful flow of love.

Spread My call and let it be known to the world that the whole Universe is attentive to what
happens in it.

May the hearts regain their innocence and purity so that My Immaculate Heart will thus triumph.
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I thank you for accompanying Me in this mission of redemption!

Who loves and understands you,

Your Mother Mary, Rose of Peace


